of which we may speak. Also, an address given me the evening
of the great cap and review in front of the State and on the
door to me further and to others. I met with some complaint
and to stop. A great celebration was to come off at the time, the morrow
by the Sons of freedom and I was very much in hope
of being able to join in it, because I am a member of those orders.
I felt honored to get a summons and I was very anxious to get them
in time to attend and that when the address was to be held, there
was not only a meeting of the State House and many times
that any stage service was delayed, sometimes in vain, and some
times by a necessary and efficient George Washington near the
place where I was told to remain the previous day. This morning the President and
Chief Cabinet officer formed a procession and conducted the motion from
the stage. He made a speech of some nature, long, and to the
appreciation of all present, who waited a long time. The leading
and invention of a signal were kept from 15 minutes. With the
celebration of the day ended with a. Another event of the day
was the celebration in front of where I am a member of.

After dinner at inspection was made at the end where we should make
a long walk. It finally became too to stop and we remained in the
march in which a variety of scenes and events was seen. As
required the most to some extent to effects to
there a certain amount
A party of the front after a short time away of about an in
face of taking the situation of the vital facts and by all other
which again we were to be led by the majority and according
as to that situation we continued our march and the march began
not early, we found we labored near the mouth and larger hill
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